
Many aftermarket exhaust manufacturers compare their products to the OEM Porsche® exhaust systems.  They mention 

the benefits of their designs and point out the differences, etc.  We will point out the common oversights with  

aftermarket Porsche® Cayenne® Turbo primary bypass pipes and give you a detailed description of how our pipes 

differ… 

The primary flange that meets the header is a large thick one piece flange with plenty of material left around the stud 

area to ensure a strong seal that is resistant to cracking and warping near the studs.  The diameter at this flange matches 

the diameter of the collector on the header for turbulence free flow.  Then our bypass starts to narrowly taper down to 

a 2 ¾ inch (70 mm) mandrel bend pipe.  You will notice from our pictures that the flow is tapered directionally, in order 

to build velocity.  The tapering looks like a more flattened squeezed pipe if you will.  You will also notice from the 

pictures that the 70 mm pipe and the inner welds are ground down in order to lessen turbulence, which robs 

horsepower.  We then incorporate a large section of stainless steel mesh.  This large section of mesh is welded directly 

to the flange to handle far greater movement, with higher torque, tuned Cayenne Turbo motors.  The secondary flange 

is a double plated flange (see picture below).   

 

Example of a double plated flange. 

This flange dissipates heat and vibration more efficiently and consequently does not warp like thicker single plate 

flanges commonly used by others.  This small advancement is time consuming to make but is added in order to prevent 

loss of power over time due and will ensure years of trouble free operation even under severe track conditions.  

These Catalytic Bypass Pipes are manufactured to our specifications by M&M Exhaust, GmbH in Germany as are any of 
our exhausts with part numbers starting with BES….  These exhaust items incorporate advancements learned over many, 
many years of Porsche® endurance racing at races like the 24 hours of Nurburgring, 12 hours of Sebring and the 24 
hours of Dubai in series like Porsche®  Super Cup, ADAC GT Masters, FIA GT1, ELMS and ALMS, etc. 
 

TÜV Approval and why the end user benefits in the long run… 
 
Like all European Vehicles, FVD parts are TÜV approved.  What is TÜV approval you ask?  Basically, German registered 
road vehicles may not be operated on public roads without a certificate from the TÜV. Also, all modifications must be 
approved, from installing tires of a different size to materials used in nuts and bolts. TÜV safety guidelines are among 
the strictest in the world, and getting a road permit for thoroughly customized vehicles borders on the impossible. 
 
FVD parts must pass these criteria in order to obtain the TÜV stamp of approval: 
 
Corrosion Test – Exterior metal parts (ie exhaust, brakes, rims, etc.) must undergo a HCL (Hydrochloric Acid) bath, which 
speeds up the corrosion process.  This ensures long lasting, highly durable parts which benefit the end consumer. 
 



Extreme Temperature Test – Items are put through –40 degrees Celsius to + 85 degrees Celsius sudden temperature 
change.  This test ensures that material expansion and contraction does not cause cracking or material inconsistency. 
 
Material Analysis – Chemical and Microscopic material analysis is done to determine the correct percentages of Iron, 
Zinc and many other elements.  This also ensures material consistency and longevity. 
 
Exhaust Temperature Test – Exhaust items are also put through a series of extremely high temperature tests in order to 
assure the consumer that parts can withstand cracking and splitting.  Test temperatures exceed 1,400 degrees Celsius!! 
For reference normal exhaust gas temperatures are only 800 degrees Celsius. 
 
FVD Brombacher exhaust products also carry a 2 year warranty.  But rest assured, since our parts have to undergone the 
above testing they will last many, many years and many owners as well.    
 
 
 


